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There’s a song in the middle of our grey hymnal set to words by the American Unitarians

poet Henry Wadsworth Longfellow called “All Are Architects” (it’s number 288.) The poem’s 

title, which actually runs to nine stanzas, not just the three we have here, is called “The 

Builders.”  And it starts out like this: “All are architects of fate, working in these walls of time; 

some with massive deeds and great, some with ornaments of rhyme.”  It’s clear from these and 

the following stanzas—that the builders, the architects, Longfellow had in mind are us—human 

beings called to “build today then, strong and sure, with a firm and ample base; and ascending 

and secure shall tomorrow find its place.”

Written in 1846, this poem captures the confidence and high seriousness characteristic of 

an era, place and people.  A striking feature of it though, I think, is how solitary the builders are. 

It’s as though their vision and work were independent from the complex ways we are, in fact, 

enmeshed and dependent on a countless number of other beings, ways of life and of Nature itself.

I don’t want to be unfair—projecting what we know and experience in our day back onto the 

middle of the 19th century—do that, and we inappropriately misjudge Longfellow and his times 

by our own standards.  After all, speaking of 1846, it would be nearly a hundred years before the 

word “ecosystem” entered our language, and the year 2000, when the term “Anthropocene”—

which acknowledges that humans are the major cause of the earth’s current transformations—

began to gain traction and acceptance.

One more thing about 1846; by that time, the other great “architect” of Nature in Canada 

and the US had been hunted down to near extinction: and here, yes, I’m talking about Castor 

canadensis—North America’s beavers.  At the time of European contact with our continent, the 
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beaver population in what would become Canada and the US is estimated to have been as high as

400 million; by the end of the 19th century, a mere 100,000 had survived, mostly in remote 

pockets in this nation.. And all that slaughter?....It was to satisfy an insatiable market for their 

furs—the fashion in Europe and here of wearing hats made of felted beaver fur, prized for its 

luster, warmth, durability and waterproofing.  Margaret Atwood summed it up pithily when she 

wrote: “Canada was built on dead beavers.”

Though the evolutionary paths of rodents (which includes beavers) and primates forked 

away some 80 million years ago, “don’t let our divergent lineages fool you,” writes Ben 

Goldfarb in his recent highly informative and inspiring book Eager: The Surprising, Secret Life 

of Beavers and Why They Matter.  Goldfarb continues:

“Beavers are among our closest ecological and technological kin.  Homo sapiens and Castor 
canadensis are both wildly creative tools users who settle near water, share a fondness for 
elaborate infrastructure, and favor fertile valley bottoms carved by low-gradient rivers.  And 
while all organisms have evolved to fill niches provided by nature, neither beaver nor people are 
content to leave it at that.  Instead we’re proactive, relentlessly driven to rearrange our 
environments to maximize its provisions for food and shelter.  We’re not just the evolutionary 
products of our habitat: We are its producers.  If humans are the world’s most influential 
mammals, beavers have a fair claim at second place.” 

How influential?  We know that beavers engineer the creation of individual ponds, and 

historians and geographers have noted how the fine silt gathered in beaver pools produced much 

of the rich farmland in the valleys of the northern half of North America.  But it’s only been 

recently that researchers are now revealing that beavers helped shape a continent.  Says Frances 

Backhouse at the University of Victoria, much of the geological mass we call North America 

might more accurately be called “Beaverland.” 

Perhaps the best proof that “Beaverland” isn’t a joke comes from the monumental work 

of Bob Naiman and his team of researchers working in the 1980s and 90s.  Traipsing the 

backwoods of Quebec and surveying Minnesota’s Kabetogama Peninsula, Naiman and his crew 
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determined that beavers had, without doubt, “altered the geology, ecology and hydrology” of 

vast stretches of North America’s watersheds.  Beavers were the story, “it’s so obvious” Naiman 

says. “Virtually every stream on our landscape was impacted in some way.”  For example, their 

work showed that “small streams were interrupted by 10.6 dams per kilometer—that’s a dam 

every football field,” with individual ponds capturing enough water to inundate more than a city 

block.  In Wyoming, they “found streams dammed fifty-two times per kilometer, or one beaver 

dam every twenty yards.”  

By cutting down trees, beavers get sunlight to penetrate dense forest canopies; that work, 

in turn, stimulates photosynthesis and the growing crops of microscopic plants that buttressed 

aquatic foodwebs.  Think about it: rich vegetation communities evolved accordingly—from pond

to bog to marsh to forested wetlands and back again, as ponds silted in and streams carved 

through new meadows.  These wetlands were cradles of biodiversity, wet habitat for lush 

vegetation, for insects, ducks and songbirds, turtles, lizards, fish communities, mink and raccoon,

frogs and moose and more. Indeed, adding up all that myriad life from zooplankton to bears, and 

we begin to understand why scientists consider beavers—like wolves, salmon and elephants—to 

be an ultimate keystone species—that rare organism that supports an entire biological 

community.    

When asked what early Euro-American explorers and colonizers encountered before the 

advent of steel traps, breached dams, and drained ponds, Bob Naiman replied: “You didn’t see 

nearly as much free-flowing water. A maze of beaver ponds filled nearly every creek; even larger

rivers sported beaver-built walls in their side-channels and sloughs.  Rivers could move only 

laterally onto their floodplains, which were just loaded with beavers.”  And finally, he added: 

“Lowland valleys would have been beaver, beaver, beaver everywhere.” 
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For a glimpse at the near omnipresence of beavers on the North American landscape 

picture this: New York City’s Times Square was once a beaver impounded maple swamp; the 

surveyor David Thompson, who arrived in Hudson Bay in 1784, avowed that North America 

above the 40th parallel “may be said to have been in possession of two distinct races of Beings, 

Man and Beaver;” and during their exploration up the Missouri River and its tributaries in 1805, 

Lewis and Clark noted “wherever we find timber, there is also beaver…and beaver dams 

succeeding each other in close order and extending as far up those streams as we can discover 

them in their course towards the mountains.”  In old trappers’ accounts, they describe crossing 

places considered desert today, like eastern Wyoming and areas of Utah, that once had abounded

in ponds, wetlands and with beaver everywhere.” Johann Varekamp, a geochemist at Wesleyan 

University, claims that “every secondary and tertiary river would have been totally dammed.  It’s

hard to imagine,” he writes, “what the overall landscape would have looked like—how gorgeous 

it was, how green, how lush.” 

But that’s the problem—beauty’s in the eye of the beholder.  As things turned out, of 

those “two distinct races of Beings”—man and beaver—of which David Thompson wrote in the 

late 18th century, we were the ones who couldn’t co-exist.  And so, for three hundred years, we 

broke down 100s of millions of beaver dams, killed them for their fur, farmed the rich 

meadowland they’d created over millions of years, and ran cattle on stream banks and 

floodplains grazing them down to stubble. The fur trade, our still-insatiable appetite for arable 

land and our kind-of-twisted aesthetic demand for neatness—all that nearly ran this rodent clan 

down to near extinction.  And, in effect, Longfellow described it approvingly in his poem where 

it sees “the world as one vast plain…and boundless reach” which “make(s) the house, where 

gods may dwell, beautiful, entire and clean. 
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Now, I can’t quite let that last phenomenon go—neatness, an uncluttered, “perfect” 

landscape—"one vast plain and boundless reach.”  Rod Giblett, a naturalist and expert on 

wetlands, wrote that “early colonists saw swamps, bogs and marshes”—that is, beaver created 

habitats—"as places of darkness, disease, and death, horror, melancholy and the monstrous.”  

More than that, for centuries we’ve considered Beaverland as uneconomical wastelands—too 

spongy and log-littered to plow and homestead, a progress impeding nuisance.  Ponds, marshes, 

snags, sticks, leaves and rotten wood scattered helter-skelter down all creeks and rivers was an 

affront to our mastery of the landscape which we were compelled to groom for efficient travel, 

farming, conveyance, grazing and fishing.  

And so Beaverland was all-but swept away in an orgy of ordering the land.  It’s called 

land reclamation, isn’t it?  And we, and those south-of-the-border, dug dikes, canals, ditches and 

threw up levees; we channeled and straightened out mazy twisting streams and hauled away 

unsightly logs, dams and lodges.  

Seen from the perspective of the fur trade, of settlers, farmers, ranchers and those who 

preferred cleaned up free flowing streams and rivers, the short-term consequences of removing 

beavers from our landscapes may have been positive; the long-term consequences, however, 

have been dire.  Let’s look at a couple of examples.  

First, aquifers.  Before reading Ben Goldfarb’s book, I thought ponds and lakes were just 

bowls holding water.  In fact, the weight of all that impounded water forces itself through the 

earth’s cracks and pores; it infiltrates the soil; it recharges the earth’s underlying aquifers.   30% 

of the world’s fresh water is stored underground; in many rain deprived places aquifers provide 

the primary source of water.  They’re like saving accounts, and for 10s of millions of years, 

beavers had been putting water into those aquifers like money in the bank.  Withdraw more than 
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you make in interest, which we’ve been doing with a vengeance, and pretty soon you’re eating 

into your principal, and before too long, you’re broke.

Second, speed bumps, desertification, cattle and salmon.  Beaver dams function like 

speed bumps; they obstruct and slow down swift running seasonal snow melt and rain run off.  

Their dams impound water; they catch and spread out nutrient rich silt; and they help create lush 

stream bank riparian habitat that encourage flourishing biodiversity.  The result of taking them 

out has been disastrous: unimpeded water shoots downhill at breakneck speed like a firehose, 

gouging out stream banks and hurtles silt down river only to be dumped into the ocean.  

Look at the photo on the lower left-hand side on your order of service.  That’s what de-

beaverized stream ends up looking like.  And their creeks and streams like that everywhere.  

First, instead of being level with the flood plain, the eroded creek bed has dropped eight to ten 

feet below, stranding increasingly dried out soil high above the water.  Wildlife mammals and 

can’t access the water and stream bank vegetation below, so they graze down to stubble what’s 

left above.  This impoverishes plant life and dries out the soil, making it much more vulnerable 

to erosion.  And second, look at that cover photo on top: that was once was an annual stream; 

beaver dams upstream parceled out the water flow making it run gradually year-round.  But that 

was long ago.  Now it’s a boom and bust creek with a dry bed barren for ten months out of the 

year.  

And let’s not forget salmon.  By capturing water and creating ponded shelter for juvenile 

salmon, the work of beavers created ideal summer rearing habitat, slow-water refuges for salmon

during winter floods which are essential to a healthy salmon population and its life cycle. 

Removing beaver from the landscape had a huge impact in contributing to collapsing salmon 

runs.  One bumper sticker sums it up: “Beavers taught salmon how to swim and jump.”
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Now, if you’re like me, clutching at any straw of hope I can get my hands on, there’s 

some good news: a remarkable beaver renaissance story.  Remember back in 1900, the beaver 

population had been wiped out in the United States and reduced to about 100,000 in Canada.  

And then in 1904, a small family of beaver was acquired from Canada for display at the 

Louisiana Purchase Exposition in St. Louis.  Thereafter, that family was introduced into the New

York’s Adirondack Mountains where they re-produced and thrived.  Conservationists, sports 

anglers, hikers and researchers in the budding science of ecology took notice: when this keystone

species was reintroduced into woods and watersheds and allowed to do their work, the land and a

vast range of insects, vegetation, and wetland dependent amphibians, birds and mammals began 

to bounce back. 

Even heretofore, beaver hating ranchers are catching on to the phenomenon of beaver re-

introduction.  One example from Alberta.  Glynnis Hood, a University of Alberta ecologist had 

been studying beavers in Elk Hood National Park outside Edmonton. Beavers there had been 

long ago trapped out, and then were re-introduced in the late 1940s.   After a drought hit Alberta 

in 2003, Hood’s work showed that beavers had excavated channels to maintain and direct water 

around their lodges and foraging access routes.  The result was that beavers had kept the Park 

hydrated; their ponds, even at the height of the drought, contained 61% more open water than in 

previous normal water years.  And numerous studies have shown conclusively that healthy 

riparian areas created by beavers provide ten to fifteen times more forage than in surrounding 

uplands devoid of beaver activity.  Cattle ranchers in the US and Canada are swiftly becoming 

beaver believers and are beginning to clamour to have access to properties where there’s an 

active beaver lodge on it or to even have beavers introduced onto their own land.
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 Compare the pictures on the cover and inside of the order of service: the ones where 

beavers were trapped out of existence and those where they are allowed to thrive and go about 

their land-changing, life-giving work.  So, here’s some good news: as a result of wide-spread, 

on-going efforts in Canada and the US, beavers are being reintroduced into mountain, back 

country and prairie landscapes by airlift, horseback, and trailer.  They’re building dams and 

lodges, re-creating thriving riparian habitat and re-invigorating water-loving vegetation and 

myriad populations of fish, amphibians, birds, insects, mammals and.  Best estimates today are 

that over 15 million beaver are now thriving in North America, and their numbers are steadily 

rising.

In the end, let’s return to near the beginning and look anew at Longfellow’s poem: “The 

Builders.” For some reason, our hymnal dropped out what I think are some of its most important 

lines.  The first stanza of “All are Architects of Fate,” sets us up to think the hymn’s all about us;

but then comes these following, subversive lines found only in the poem:

Nothing useless is, or low;/Each thing in its place is best;/ And what seems but idle

show/ Strengthens and supports the rest….

In the elder days of Art,/Builders wrought with greatest care/Each minute and 

unseen part;/For the gods see everywhere.

“Nothing useless is, or low.”  We don’t stand above and apart from nature; we can’t, and 

never will transcend our reliance on other beings.  On this World Rivers Day: yes, let’s praise 

beavers, an essential keystone in the house of Nature; builders of habitat, stream and land.  
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